
KUWAIT: The recent OPEC+ decision to roll over
supply cuts until May sent oil prices surging as sur-
prised markets started to price in the prospect of
tighter supplies amid expectations of a vaccine-
mediated economic and oil demand recovery this
year. Brent futures looked to break through $70, in
the face of a near-term supply deficit and more rap-
id drawdown of global crude stocks. Oil price
expectations for the year have been raised upwards,
though these favorable dynamics are unlikely to per-
sist beyond this year.

The Saudi-inspired decision by OPEC+ to
restrain crude output in April for at least one month
sent oil prices surging by as much as 8 percent by
Friday’s close. ICE Brent, the international crude
benchmark, settled at $69.4/bbl, its highest close
since May 2019 and a seventh consecutive weekly
gain. Brent is up almost 34 percent so far in 2021-
one of its best ever starts to a year-and 69 percent
since the start of 4Q20 as traders reckon on tighten-
ing oil markets thanks to the efforts of Saudi Arabia
and its allies. 

The prospect of a significant economic and oil
demand rebound this year made possible by the
rollout of vaccines in some major oil importing
countries has been the oil rally’s main driving force.
Global economic stimulus, such as the $1.9 trillion
package of pandemic support measures on the
verge of being approved by the Biden administration
is seen as exceptionally supportive. 

Financial flows into oil and changing market
expectations about near-term supply tightness are
best reflected in the steepening backwardation
(where futures prices are cheaper than prompt
prices) of the Brent forward curve since the middle
of January. Speculative net length (the difference
between the number of ‘long’ and ‘short’ contracts
that bet on prices falling) has surged in recent and is
back near record, pre-pandemic highs.

The OPEC+ decision once again surprised the
markets that had been expecting the group to
respond to market tightness and falling inventory

levels by opening the taps. At the very least, 500
kb/d of additional supply was expected, with the
only uncertainty being whether Saudi Arabia would
return its additional 1 mb/d of supply cuts in April all
at once or gradually. Saudi Prince Abdulaziz had
been urging caution for months as oil demand
growth remained uncertain while the coronavirus
pandemic still raged. “The right course of action
now is to keep our powder dry and to have contin-
gencies in reserve to insure against any unforeseen
outcomes”, he remarked before the close.

In the end, OPEC+ rolled over its nearly 8 mb/d
of production cuts, equivalent to around 8 percent
of pre-pandemic supply, for an additional month
until May. However, it did concede a second round
of output increases to Russia and Kazakhstan of 130
kb/d and 20 kb/d, respectively, to reflect ‘seasonal
consumption patterns’. 

This outcome was by far the most bullish among
the range of scenarios being considered ahead of
the meeting. The group anticipates in the near term
a period of oil demand weakness and crude stock
builds associated with the Spring refinery mainte-
nance season before oil demand growth recovers
ahead of the summer. The priority remains bringing
global crude stock levels down to within its target 5-
year avg. range. OPEC+ is more concerned about
overshooting rather than undershooting oil demand. 

As for the risk of higher oil prices re-incentivizing
further US shale production down the line, a fre-
quently voiced concern for Russia, the Saudis
believe that the era of “‘drill, baby, drill’, is gone for-
ever”. The view is that shale producers are now pri-
oritizing profits and dividends over output growth.
While US crude production is recovering, both from
February’s deep freeze-which knocked out around 1
mb/d of crude production and shuttered several key
oil refineries-and last April’s historic price drop into
negative territory, it remains well below its record
highs of early 2020. 

Prior to February’s Arctic blast, US shale had
recovered around 40 percent, or 1.4 mb/d, of the

3.4 mb/d of supply lost (peak to trough) due to the
pandemic. The most recent EIA data shows pro-
duction reaching 10 mb/d in the week-ending 26
Feb, still a way off peak output of 13.1 mb/d. This is
despite an increase in US oil rig counts to last
May’s levels (310).  

On the oil demand front, recent economic and
high frequency indicators from the world’s three
largest oil consumers are promising. Consumer
spending over the Lunar New Year in China rose by
almost 29 percent y/y amid travel restrictions, while
India’s economy, supported by government stimulus,
returned to growth in 4Q20 (+0.4 percent q/q). The
expectation now is that fuel demand growth will
surge to a record high of 215.2 million tons by March
2022. In the US, work commutes hit their highest
level since March 2020, according to Google
Mobility Reports. 

The International Energy Agency (IEA), taking its
cue from the IMF’s recent World Economic Outlook
Update, in which it forecast a 5.5 percent increase in
global output (8.1 percent and 11.5 percent for China
and India, respectively), expects oil demand to
increase by around 5.4 mb/d in 2021, about 60 per-

cent of the volume of oil lost in 2020 due to the pan-
demic. This would bring total oil demand back up to
96.4 mb/d by end-2021, led by gasoline, diesel and
petrochemicals, but still short of the pre-pandemic
100 mb/d thanks to lagging aviation fuel demand. 

Oil price expectations have been revised
upwards, with the year-average consensus for Brent
settling firmly in the $65-75/bbl range. The balance
of oil price risks for 2021 are tilted to the upside giv-
en the state of undersupply, though oil prices will
not surge to levels that could dampen the pace of
global economic growth. Downside risks to demand
include delays in global vaccine penetration and/or
the proliferation of new coronavirus strains. Beyond
the near term, supply side factors such as OPEC
spare capacity, returning Iranian production follow-
ing renegotiation of the previous nuclear agreement
(JCPOA) and recovering US shale will likely begin to
influence prices. OPEC+ will meet again in early
April to reassess the state of the market. It is likely
that supply will increase in May, with domestic
refining needs increasing ahead of peak summer
electricity demand in this region and the onset of the
northern hemisphere driving season. 
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Demise of financier 
Greensill sparks 
global jobs panic
LONDON: The collapse of British finance firm
Greensill has sparked panic and threatened
50,000 jobs, in particular at the sprawling steel
empire of Indian-British billionaire Sanjeev
Gupta. Greensill specialized in short-term cor-
porate loans via a complex and opaque business
model that ultimately sparked its declaration of
insolvency on Monday.

The bankruptcy marks a major fall from grace
for a company that won a key $1.5-billion invest-
ment from Japan’s SoftBank in 2019 — and
employs former British Prime Minister David
Cameron as advisor. Its demise has now created
massive uncertainty for clients, who depended
on its finance services to pay their bills and
could now potentially default on payments and
lead to further turmoil.

“For companies reliant on its service, the
great scramble has begun to find other ways of
covering the looming cavern in their finances,”
said Susannah Streeter, an analyst with financial
services company Hargreaves Lansdown. “Those
investors who had bought the debt sold on the
market are now staring at potentially big losses.”

Jobs disruption 
Greensill’s failure has put 50,000 jobs at risk,

both at the London-headquartered group and
across its customer base. One that could be hit
hardest is Gupta’s GFG Alliance empire, which
has 35,000 staff worldwide, including Britain
where its Liberty Steel division employs 5,000
people. Bloomberg news reported that Greensill
had close links with Gupta, who told the financial
news agency in October that it was the compa-
ny’s biggest lender.

Sanjeev Gupta himself met for “productive”
talks with trade unions in Britain on Tuesday,
GFC said in a statement.  The company is seek-
ing “additional working capital facilities to sup-
port the business” and continues “to work close-
ly with the unions and our employees to identify
the most effective ways of supporting the busi-
ness and preserving jobs”. A Downing Street
spokesman said the news “will be very worrying
for employees”, adding the UK government was
following the matter closely. GFG also operates
three large sites in France, comprising Ascoval
steelworks, Hayange rail plant and an aluminium
facility in Dunkirk. —AFP

NEW YORK: US airlines are set to receive another
round of support from Washington as the industry
continues to await the first tangible signs of real
recovery from the coronavirus downturn.

President Joe Biden’s new $1.9 trillion economic
relief package includes $14 billion to keep thousands
of flight attendants, pilots and other staff on payroll
through the end of September. The hope and expec-
tation is that the funding-Congress’ third round of
payroll support since the coronavirus devastated the
US travel industry-will be the last needed before car-
riers can return to profitability.

The improving pace of vaccinations in the
United States has raised hopes a travel recovery
may finally be on the horizon, with airlines plan-
ning to add fl ights this summer to meet the
expected pent-up demand. But industry leaders
remain cautious after earlier hopes for a recovery
dissipated as the coronavirus crisis lurched on.
Major airlines lost $35 billion in 2020 and they
continue to burn through $150 million a day.  “You
can plan with this virus but you can’t forecast
very well,” Nicholas Calio, president of Airlines

for America, told a congressional hearing earlier
this month.

Raising, and burning, cash 
US traffic counts are still less than 50 percent of

their pre-coronavirus levels most days, an improve-
ment from the slowest period of COVID-19 lock-
downs, but still an unsustainable situation.

Airlines have retired older aircraft, shuttered air-
port lounges and deferred plane deliveries to reduce
costs during the downturn. Tens of thousands of
workers have also left the industry through early
retirement and other voluntary initiatives, but
Congress has stepped in to prevent mass involuntary
layoffs.  On Monday, American Airlines became the
latest big carrier to use its frequent flyer program as a
guarantee in financing, raising $7.5 billion in addition-
al debt. US carriers at the end of 2020 had $164 bil-
lion in debt, up more than 56 percent from 2019,
according to Airlines for America. The industry in
2021 is expected to pay $5.2 billion in interest pay-
ments, compared with $1.9 billion in 2019.

In a presentation accompanying its debt offering,
American predicted a “non-linear recovery with an
accelerating pace once we see widespread vaccina-
tion and government restrictions ease.”

“The airlines all set the bar really low” for the first
quarter, said Peter McNally, an analyst at Third
Bridge, who said investors see a demand pickup as
inevitable. “People keep giving them money until the
recovery happens,” he said. Google Trends data show

searches for airlines like Southwest and JetBlue have
risen 50 percent or more since the week of Christmas
last year, DataTrek Research said in a note.
“Americans are already becoming more interested in
flying again ahead of spring break,” DataTrek’s
Jessica Rabe said in the note. “Leisure activity tends
to come back quicker and stronger after a recession
than business travel, and improving stimulus checks
should help.” —AFP
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OPEC+ supply restraint decision 
sends oil prices towards $70

Prices jump in the face of a near-term supply deficit, more rapid drawdown 

A cloudy, but
improving, outlook
for US airlines 

PARIS: A year ago, stock markets
went into free-fall as the scale of the
coronavirus crisis became apparent
and countries desperately locked down
to try to halt the pandemic.

A year on, they have more than
recouped the lost ground, some of
them even driven to record highs by a
tidal wave of cheap stimulus money and
the hope that vaccination programs will
allow a return to normality sooner than
anyone could have expected. But now
analysts worry markets may have got
too far ahead of themselves and face a
sharp reverse if and when governments
decide to dampen down the party.

“In my opinion, it would be
extremely dangerous to think that the
end of the health crisis will be tanta-
mount to the end of the (economic)
crisis,” said Vincent Mortier at asset
manager Amundi. “In fact, it’s the con-
trary,” he warned. World Health

Organization’s declaration on March 11
that the coronavirus outbreak was a
pandemic sparked spectacular losses
the following day, with New York
falling 10 percent while London shed
11 percent, matching the worst days of
the 1987 crash.

The downturn did not end on March
12, with further heavy losses over the
following days as investors tried to get
a fix on what the pandemic would mean
for the global economy-a deep but rel-
atively short global recession. Factories
shut, borders closed, airlines grounded,
shops and restaurants shuttered-the
world came to a halt.

“It was crazy. The market was falling
at a pace (that) we thought there would
be no bottom,” said Ipek
Ozkardeskaya, an analyst at
Swissquote Bank in London.

In response, central banks and gov-
ernments acted “very strongly, without

having to be accountable” for what
they were doing, Mortier said. In an
effort to keep their economies afloat
until the pandemic-or at least the first
wave-was over, governments simply
resorted, massively, to debt, he said.

Globally, rescue packages total
some $24 trillion, according to Kokou

Agbo-Bloua, global head of economic
research at French bank Societe
Generale. That only served to buoy
markets that had already become
addicted to cheap money, especially
since the 2008 global financial crisis,
said Eric Bourguignon, investment
manager with Swiss Life Am. —AFP

SAN FRANCISCO: Gap clothing is displayed at a Gap store in San Francisco, California. — AFP

A year after crash, markets
boom but bust fears loom


